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Abstract The present article is the followup of Eur. Phys.
J. C 79, 761 (2019), where we have studied the energy-loss
of the heavy quarks traversing through the isotropic colli-
sional hot QCD medium. Since, the exploration of QCD
phase diagram is possible with the upcoming experimen-
tal facilities such as Anti-proton and Ion Research (FAIR)
and Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility (NICA), at finite
baryon density and moderate temperature, the inclusion of
finite chemical potential is essential to study the hot QCD/QGP
medium. Therefore, the aim is to develop a formalism to
study the energy-loss of heavy quarks moving in the inter-
acting collisional hot QCD medium having small but a fi-
nite quark chemical potential. To do so, the extended effec-
tive fugacity quasi-particle model has been employed [1–
3] while considering the effective kinetic theory approach
using the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collisional kernel.
Finally, the momentum dependence of the energy-loss for
the charm and bottom quark has been investigated at differ-
ent values of collisions frequency and chemical potential. It
is observed that as compared to charm quark, bottom quark
loses less energy at a particular momentum, collisional fre-
quency and chemical potential. Also, the energy-loss is seen
to decrease with increasing chemical potential.
Keywords: Energy-loss, Debye mass, Quasi-parton, Chem-
ical potential, Effective fugacity and BGK-kernel.
1 Introduction
The exploration of the QCD phase diagram is an impor-
tant part of modern high-energy physics (HEP). The dif-
ferent phases of the QCD phase diagram play an important
role in the study of the early universe and also the core of
neutron stars. Relativistic heavy-ion collision (HIC) experi-
ments provide a unique opportunity of creating such phases
amohammad.yousuf@niser.ac.in
in the laboratory. The upcoming experimental facilities such
as FAIR, NICA, etc, are supposed to explore the QCD phase
diagrams at a finite chemical potential. Therefore, the phase
transition from hadronic to partonic degrees of freedom at
finite baryon densities is one among the most interesting
challenges of relativistic HIC and hence, the theoretical es-
timates/studies need the consideration of finite chemical po-
tential. The main problem in the study of the medium pro-
duced at various experimental facilities is its small size and
short-lived nature. Therefore, to study the created hot QCD
medium, one needs to trace back using information observed
at the detector end (as particle spectra). The heavy quarks,
on the other hand, due to their slow thermalization act as in-
dependent degrees of freedom and provide an opportunity to
study the medium created in HIC experiments. While pass-
ing through the interacting hot QCD medium created after
the collision, the heavy quark loses its energy and at the end
causes suppression in the yield of high pT hadrons.
The energy-loss of heavy quarks moving in the hot QCD
medium have been studied by many researchers and sev-
eral excellent articles are present in the literature. Earlier,
the collisional energy-loss suffered by the high energy par-
tons due to the elastic scatterings off thermal quarks and
gluons in QCD plasma was studied by Bjorken [4]. Later,
a formalism was developed by Thoma and Gyulassy [5] in
which they obtained the collisional energy-loss in terms of
the longitudinal and transverse dielectric functions. Braaten
and Thoma [6] had constructed a systematic framework
of the energy-loss for both soft and hard momentum trans-
fers within the finite temperature field theory approach [7–
9]. The anisotropic effects in the context of heavy quarks
energy-loss have been studied in Refs. [10–12]. Apart from
these, there are several informative articles in which the au-
thors have discussed the energy-loss of heavy quarks either
through radiative or collisional means [13–39]. The polar-
ization energy-loss of heavy quarks while considering the
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2hot viscous QGP has been studied recently by Jiang et al. [40,
41]. Considering the transport theory approach the same while
employing the relaxation time (RTA) collisional kernel has
been studied in Ref. [42] while on the other hand with the
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collisional kernel in Ref. [43].
Considering the ADS/CFT approach, the energy-loss of mov-
ing heavy quarks has been studied in Refs. [44–46].
In our previous work done in Ref. [47], we studied the
energy-loss of heavy quark passing through the interacting
collisional hot QCD medium. There we adopted the effec-
tive kinetic theory approach and employed the BGK as well
as RTA kernels at vanishing chemical potential. To incorpo-
rate the hot QCD medium interaction effects, we employed
the effective fugacity quasi-particle model [2, 3]. In the
present article, the aim is to study the energy-loss of heavy
quarks (charm and bottom) moving in the interacting colli-
sional hot QCD/QGP medium having small but finite quark
chemical potential. To do so, again the effective kinetic the-
ory approach while considering BGK- collisional kernel has
been employed along with the extended EQPM.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In section 2,
we shall provide the formalism for the energy-loss of heavy
quarks moving in the interacting collisional hot QCD medium
having finite chemical potential. In sections 3, we shall dis-
cuss the various results of the energy-loss at different val-
ues of chemical potential and collision frequency. Section 4,
will have the summary and future possibilities of the present
work.
2 Formalism for the energy-loss of moving heavy
quarks at finite chemical potential
The heavy quark while passing through the hot QCD medium
induces the chromoelectric field and generates the color Lorentz
force that acts against its motion. It causes the energy-loss
of the heavy quark and slows down its speed. In this case,
the energy-loss per unit length is given as [5, 9, 42, 43, 47],
−dE
dx
= gs qa
u
|u| ·E
a
ind(X). (1)
where gs is the strong coupling constant and qa are the quarks
color charges. The velocity is given as, u = p√
p2+m2
( m be-
ing the mass of the heavy quark and p the momentum vec-
tor). Here, we have N2c−1 induced chromo-electric fields
which belong to the SU(Nc) gauge group. Eq.(1) can be
further written in terms of the longitudinal and transverse
components of dielectric permittivity of the isotropic hot
QCD/QGP medium having finite chemical potential and tem-
perature as [47],
−dE(µq,T )
d x
=
CFαs(µq,T )
2pi2|u|
∫ k∞
k0
ωdΩdk
{(
k2|u|2−ω2)
× Im(ω2εT (µq,T )− k2)−1
+ Imε−1L (µq,T )
}
ω=k·u
, (2)
where, CF = 4/3 is the Casimir invariant in the fundamen-
tal representation of the SU(3). The QCD running coupling
constant, αs(µq,T ) at finite chemical potential and temper-
ature [1, 48] given as,
αs(µq,T ) =
g2s (µq,T )
4pi
=
6pi(
33−2N f
)
ln
(
T
ΛT
√
1+
µ2q
pi2T 2
)
×
(
1− 3
(
153−19N f
)(
33−2N f
)2 ln
(
2ln
(
T
ΛT
√
1+
µ2q
pi2T 2
))
ln
(
T
ΛT
√
1+
µ2q
pi2T 2
) ).
(3)
Next, to obtain the longitudinal and transverse part of the di-
electric permittivity, we first obtain the current induced in-
side the medium, Jµind,a(X) due to the change in the particle
distribution function given as [49–52],
Jµind,a(X) = g
∫ d3p
(2pi)3
uµ{2Ncδ f ga (p,X)+N f [δ f qa (p,X)
− δ f q¯a (p,X)]}. (4)
Where the change in the distribution functions, δ f i can be
obtained by solving the Boltzman-Vlasov transport equation
that can be written for each individual species (i ∈ {quarks,
anti-quarks and gluons}) as,
uµ∂µδ f ia(p,X)+gθiuµF
µν
a (X)∂
(p)
ν f
i(p) =Cia(p,X), (5)
where, θi ∈ {θg,θq,θq¯} and have the values θg = θq = 1 and
θq¯ = −1. The partial four derivatives, ∂µ , ∂ (p)ν correspond
to the space and momentum, respectively. The collisional
kernel,Cia(p,X) is considered here to be the BGK-type [53]
given as follows,
Cia(p,X) =−ν
[
f ia(p,X)−
Nia(X)
Nieq
f ieq(|p|)
]
, (6)
where,
f ia(p,X) = f
i(p)+δ f ia(p,X), (7)
are the distribution functions of quarks, anti-quarks and glu-
ons, f i(p) is equilibrium part while, δ f ia(p,X) is the per-
turbed part of the distribution functions such that δ f ia(p,X)
f i(p). Nia(X) is the particle number and Nieq is it value at
equilibrium. The collisions frequency, ν is considered here
3to be independent of momentum and particle species. The
self energy, Π µν(K) in the Fourier space, can be obtained
from the induce current as,
Π µν(K) =
δJµa,ind(K)
δAν ,a(K)
, (8)
where, K ≡ Kµ = (ω,k). The dielectric permittivity, ε i j in
the temporal axial gauge can be obtained from the gluon
selfenergy, Π i j as,
ε i j = δ i j− 1
ω2
Π ij. (9)
Solving Eq. (4) in the Fourier space along with Eq. (5) and
Eq. (8), we obtained the spatial component of self-energy as,
Π i j(K,ν ,µq,T ) = m2D(T,µq)
∫ dΩ
4pi
uiul
{
u jkl
+ (ω−k ·u)δ l j
}
D−1 (K,ν) , (10)
where, D(K,ν) = ω + iν −k ·u. The squared Debye mass
given as,
m2D(T,µq) = 4piαs(T,µq)
(
−2Nc
∫ d3p
(2pi)3
∂p fg(p)
− N f
∫ d3p
(2pi)3
∂p ( fq(p)+ fq¯(p))
)
. (11)
To solve Eq. (10) analytically, theΠ i j is further decomposed
in terms of its longitudinal and transverse parts as,
Π i j(K,ν ,T,µq) = Ai j ΠT (K,ν ,T,µq)+Bi jΠL(K,ν ,T,µq),
(12)
where, Aij = δ ij− kik jk2 , and Bij = k
ik j
k2 . The ΠT and ΠL are
obtained by solving Eq. (10) and Eq. (12) simultaneously
by making the possible contractions,
ΠT (K,ν ,T,µq) = m2D(T,µq)
ω
4k3
[
2k(ω+ iν)
+
(
k2+(ν− iω)2
)
ln
(ω+ iν+ k
ω+ iν− k
)]
(13)
and
ΠL(K,ν ,T,µq) =−m2D(T,µq)
ω2
k2
1− ω+iν2k ln
(ω+iν+k
ω+iν−k
)
1− iν2k ln
(ω+iν+k
ω+iν−k
) .
(14)
Similary, the permittivity tensor can be expanded in terms of
its longitudinal and transverse components as,
ε ij(K,ν ,T,µq) = Ai j εT (K,ν ,T,µq)+Bi j εL(K,ν ,T,µq),
(15)
From Eqs. (9), Eq. (12) and Eq. (15), one can obtain the
longitudinal and transverse part of the dielectric permittivity
respectively as,
εL(K,ν ,T,µq) = 1− ΠL(K,ν ,T,µq)ω2 (16)
and
εT (K,ν ,T,µq) = 1− ΠT (K,ν ,T,µq)ω2 , (17)
these could be further written as,
εL(K,ν ,T,µq) = 1+m2D(T,µq)
2k− (ω+ iν) ln( k+iν+ω−k+iν+ω )
k2
(
2k− iν ln( k+iν+ω−k+iν+ω ))
(18)
and
εT (K,ν ,T,µq) = 1− m
2
D(T,µq)
2 ω k
[
ω+ iν
k
+
(1
2
− (ω+ iν)
2
2k2
)
ln
(
k+ iν+ω
−k+ iν+ω
)]
. (19)
In the next sub-section, we shall discuss the incorporation of
hot QCD medium interaction effects using lattice and HTL
equations of states (EoSs) along with the inclusion of finite
quark chemical potential.
2.1 Extended EQPM to incorporate the medium interaction
and the finite quark chemical potential
To incorporate the small but finite quark chemical poten-
tial along with the medium interaction effects, the extended
EQPM has been employed (extended with the considera-
tion of finite chemical potential, for details see Ref. [1]).
The EQPM maps the hot QCD medium interaction effects
present in the hot QCD EoSs either computed within im-
proved perturbative QCD (pQCD) or lattice QCD simula-
tions into the effective equilibrium distribution functions for
the quasi-partons, feq ≡ { fg, fq, fq¯}, that in turn, describes
the strong interaction effects in terms of effective fugaci-
ties, zg,q [2, 3]. The hot QCD EoSs described here in terms
of EQPM are the recent (2+ 1)-lattice EoS from hot QCD
collaboration [54] , and the 3-loop HTL perturbative EoS
that has recently been computed by N. Haque et, al. [55,
56] which agrees reasonably well with the recent lattice re-
sults [54, 57]. The EQPM recently applied to study the var-
ious aspects of hot QCD medium [58–64]. Next, in the ab-
sence of chemical potential the quark and gluon distribution
functions are defined as,
fg/q =
zg/q exp[−βEp](
1∓ zg/q exp[−βEp]
) , (20)
where, Ep= |p| for the gluons and,
√
|p|2+m2q for the quark
(mq, denotes the mass of the quarks). In this case, we have
fq = fq¯. The fugacity parameter, zg/q → 1 as temperature
T → ∞. Since, the model is valid only in the deconfined
phase of QCD (beyond Tc, Tc being the critical temperature),
the mass of the light quarks can be neglected. In the present
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Fig. 1 Energy-loss of charm quark (m = 1.8 GeV) for various EoSs at T = 2Tc for ν = 0.0 (top row), ν = 0.3mD (bottom row), µq = 0.0 (left
column) and µq = 0.2GeV (right column).
case, at finite quark chemical potential the momentum dis-
tribution of quark and anti-quark get modify as,
fq =
zq exp[−β (Ep−µq)](
1+ zq exp[−β (Ep−µq)]
) ,
fq¯ =
zq exp[−β (Ep+µq)](
1+ zq exp[−β (Ep+µq)]
) . (21)
Solving Eq. (11), considering the distribution functions given
in Eq. (21) within the limit,
µ2q
T 2  1 we obtained,
m2,EoSD (T,µq) = 4piαs(T,µq)T
2
[(2Nc
pi2
PolyLog[2,zEoSg ]
− 2N f
pi2
PolyLog[2,−zEoSq ]
)
+
µ2q
T 2
N f
pi2
zEoSq
1+ zEoSq
]
,
(22)
In the high temperature limit, zg,q→ 1 and Eq. (22) reduces
to leading order HTL expression,
m2D(T,µq) = 4piαs(T,µq)T
2
[
Nc
3
+
N f
6
+
µ2q
T 2
N f
2pi2
]
. (23)
From Eq. (22) and Eq. (23), one can obtain the effective
coupling due to medium interaction effects through various
EoSs at finite chemical potential as,
αEoSs (T,µq) =
αs(T,µq)(
Nc
3 +
N f
6
)
+
µ2q
T 2
N f
2pi2
[(2Nc
pi2
PolyLog[2,zEoSg ]
− 2N f
pi2
PolyLog[2,−zEoSq ]
)
+
µ2q
T 2
N f
pi2
zEoSq
1+ zEoSq
]
.
(24)
Next, we shall discuss the various results of energy-loss
of charm and bottom quarks plotted against their momenta
for various EoSs at different collision frequency and chemi-
cal potential.
3 Results and discussion
The formalism for the energy-loss of heavy quarks mov-
ing in the presence of interacting isotropic collisional hot
QCD/QGP medium has been extended by considering the
effects of small but finite quark chemical potential. To ob-
tain the corresponding results, Eq.(2) have been derived and
solved numerically. To perform the numerical integration,
the lower and upper limits, respectively have been taken as
kEoSs0 = 0 and k
EoSs
∞ ∼ mEoSsD (T ) for each EoS. Here, we
worked at temperature, T = 2 Tc where, Tc = 0.17 GeV.
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Fig. 2 Energy-loss of bottom quark (m = 4.5 GeV) for various EoSs at T = 2Tc for ν = 0.0 (top row), ν = 0.3mD (bottom row), µq = 0.0 (left
column) and µq = 0.2GeV (right column).
The results obtained for the ideal case (or the leading or-
der (LO)) are compared with the non-ideal cases ( (2+1)−
lattice EoS and 3-loop HTL EoS denoted as LB and HTLPT,
respectively in the plots). The energy-loss of the charm and
bottom quarks have been plotted against their momenta at
different collision frequency, ν and chemical potential, µq
as shown in the various figures.
In Fig. 1, a comparison has been shown for the energy-
loss of charm quark at different values of ν and µq in a ma-
trix form. The top row is having results for the collisionless
case whereas, for the collision frequency, ν = 0.3 mD the re-
sults are shown in the bottom row. The effect of finite chemi-
cal potential is shown in columns. The left column is plotted
for vanishing chemical potential while the right column is
showing the results for small but finite chemical potential,
µq = 0.2 GeV. One can observe that with the increase in
chemical potential, energy-loss decreases whereas with the
increase in collision frequency it increases. The results for
bottom quark have been shown in Fig. 2. It has been no-
ticed that the energy-loss of bottom quark follows a similar
pattern as charm quark with slightly different numbers. The
medium interaction effects that are entering through the non-
ideal EoSs are found to suppress the energy-loss in both the
cases ( charm and bottom ).
In Fig. 3, only the LO results has been shown at fixed
collision frequency, ν = 0.3 mD to make the effects of fi-
nite chemical potential more visible. As we have considered
small chemical potential, the results are found to be closer
to the vanishing case. Although, one can observe that the
heavy quarks lose less energy at µq = 0.2 GeV as compared
to µq = 0. In Fig. 4, a comparison has been shown between
the energy-loss of charm and bottom quarks at fixed colli-
sion frequency, ν = 0.3 mD and at µq = 0 and µq = 0.2 GeV.
Again, only the LO case has been considered here. It can be
observed that the bottom quark loses less energy as com-
pared to the charm quark in both the cases at µq = 0 (left
panel) and µq = 0.2 GeV (right panel). At vanishing chem-
ical potential as well as at finite chemical potential, the bot-
tom quark is observed to lose less energy. This result pre-
serves the fact that heavy particle loses less energy while
moving in a medium than the lighter one, given the same
conditions and hence, thermalizes late comparatively.
Here, the main aim was to incorporate the finite chem-
ical potential in the analysis, therefore, to avoid the bulk
we did not show more plots on the variation of collision
frequency and EoSs. For more details regarding the effects
of collision frequency and EoSs, one can go through the
Ref. [47]. Furthermore, the results observed here are found
to be consistent with the partial results available in the liter-
ature [43, 65].
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Fig. 3 Energy-loss of charm quark (left column) and bottom quark (right column) at ν = 0.3mD, T = 2Tc and different values of µq.
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Fig. 4 Comparison between the energy-loss of charm and bottom quarks at µq = 0 (left column), µq = 0.2GeV (right column) and T = 2Tc.
4 Summary and future aspects
We have discussed the energy-loss of the heavy quarks travers-
ing through the interacting isotropic collisional hot QCD
medium produced in the relativistic heavy-ion collision ex-
periments considering the finite chemical potential. To do
so, the analytic expression for the energy-loss of heavy quarks
within the effective kinetic theory approach has been ob-
tained in term of dielectric permittivity of the medium. To
incorporate the collision effects, the BGK-kernel has been
considered. Whereas the non- ideal interaction effects, as
well as the small but finite chemical potential, have been
taken into account through the equilibrium particle distri-
bution functions by employing extended EQPM. It has been
observed that the energy-loss initially increases with the quark
momentum and then saturates (as moves above the corre-
sponding quark mass). The energy-loss is found to increase
with the increase in collision frequency whereas, an oppo-
site behaviour is observed with the finite chemical poten-
tial. Apart from that, the charm quark is found to lose more
energy than the bottom quark given the same collision fre-
quency and chemical potential.
An immediate future extension of the current work would
be the study of magnetic field effects, momentum anisotropy
as well as viscous effects considering the hot QCD/QGP
medium as interacting. Since, the results presented here are
completely theoretical, in the very near future, we would like
to investigate the nuclear modification factor to map them
with the experimental observations.
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